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best service king2 can be used with all of the major music software packages, from the free
demo version of cubase, nuendo, fl studio, studio one, logic, garageband and reaper, up to the

paid commercial versions of protools and ableton. it's been a long road for best service,
getting through one forest kingdom was a massive achievement but now we're on to the

second instalment. forest kingdom 2 made us rock stars and tree of life is even better, it's so
much fun to play with. i'm crazy about it and i can't wait to try out the new instruments and
soundscapes that are included in this version. best service took their time in the last three

years to improve the sound quality and it shows. the flutes are so good, i find them even more
beautiful than the first edition of forest kingdoms. the native american flutes made me want
to spend my summer holidays in the forest, i loved the impact of the flute and how it sounds

different from the guitar. from now on, every time i take my guitar with me to the woods i'll be
sure to pack my flute. a new instrument for sure! i'll be back for more best service.. and a
forest hike! if your love of trees is not enough, best service tree of life has everything you

need to start your own forest. all the great instruments and samples are there, everything you
need to make that huge tree of life that we have in our front rooms and even in our

backyards. look at the pictures! tree of life 2 is a step ahead of the previous edition: it's twice
as huge! the forest is full of exotic instruments, with time you'll find that one that is your

unique instrument, a big tree in which you'll be able to hide if you're afraid to be in public. it's
only a starting point, a second step towards a real forest. best service tree of life 2 will change

your life! eduardo tarilonte
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forest kingdom 3 ist die erste wahl, wenn ausdrucksstarke ethnische instrumente sowie von
der natur inspirierte klangwelten gefragt sind. besonders die neuen flten lassen sich
bemerkenswert ausdrucksvoll spielen. aber auch die brigen instrumente wie die sehr

dynamisch spielbaren trommeln und percussion-instrumente berzeugen auf der ganzen linie.
und die organischen flchenklnge sind auch fr ambient, downtempo, chillout & co. eine echte
bereicherung. forest kingdom 3 is a collection of exotic instruments inspired by the diversity

of nature, the sounds of deep forests with colorful birds and the scents of lost jungles. version
3 expands the extensive collection of instruments by adding, among others, 10 spiritual

native american flutes with excellent playability. i can say without any doubt that these are
my best sampled flutes yet. close your eyes and get ready to dive deep into nature and its

uniqueness. eduardo tarilonte the creator of forest kingdom 3 natural world of sounds is
eduardo tarilonte, whose creative work has spawned libraries such as nada, dark era and
desert winds. due to his attention to detail, sampling master eduardo manages to take

musicians all over the world on a journey through deserts, forests and distant lands. the
fantastical, outlandish sound libraries of eduardo tarilonte are always inspiring, from the very
first forest kingdom pack back in 2012, which provided ambiences that implied sun-obscuring
realms of wonder, to the lord of the rings soundtrack-evoking vocal suite shevannai: voices of

the elves, to dark eras ominous medieval atmosphere in 2019. plaudits for tarilontes work
have seen him rise to something of a celebrity in the sample library industry, with each new

finely-tailored release being must-buys for otherworldly soundtrack-crafters. 5ec8ef588b
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